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In the first place, Lawrence Cunningham, whose school it turns out is just a couple blocks from me

here in Manhattan, has done a very fine public service in collecting these essays. If you've ever tried

to wade through Buffet's annual letters yourself, you know that there are long bits of detailed

financial discussions interspersed with the gems of wisdom, aphorisms, and humor that the amateur

Buffet-ette is more apt to be seeking. So his collection and coalition, which is well-chosen,

well-ordered, and well-edited is a treat for any Buffet fan looking for an accessible volume of the

man's work.Buffet has the strangest of powers in that he comes across as a homespun billionaire.

Now that's different from just being homespun, the way Sam Walton was, or just being a billionaire,

like Bill Gates. Buffet flaunts his wealth and his professional love of money, all the while expressing

essential, eternal truths in simple, earthy phrases. When I saw Buffet speak at business school he

tapped on the microphone to test it and said "testing, testing, one-million, two-million, three-million."

It is that natural genius for combining wealth, truth and comedy that is most vividly on display in

"The Essays of Warren Buffet.".Of course, these timeless, simple truths are all known - the way we

know that "eat less, exercise more" is how to lose weight. And yet, and yet, it takes Buffet to remind

us to "think like an owner"; invest only in management that you "like, trust, and admire"; and buy



pieces of business (stocks) when it costs less than the intrinsic value.There are the excellent

statements of managerial accountability, business valuation, and capital structure. Helpful warnings

on accounting shenanigans, trading costs, and paying heed to Mr. Market.

I cannot imagine that Mr. Warren Buffet is not on any investor's top 10 list of the greatest investors

since there were markets in this Country. I would also suggest that a dispassionate appraisal of his

performance argues quite eloquently that he is the best to have ever amassed his fortune, and that

of his shareholders on Wall Street.Thanks to the efforts of Mr. Lawrence A. Cunningham readers

have access to essays that previously were available primarily to shareholders, and which are

organized in this book thematically for the first time. Annual reports are generally easy to come by,

however as I write, 1 Share Of Berkshire Hathaway "A" requires $59,900.00, and the "Baby

Berkshires" $1,966.00 per share. Many are quick to respond the price is so high as Mr. Buffet has

not split the stock, ever. But what is more important is why he has never done this. This book

explains his theory on this matter, and dozens of others.Mr. Buffet has his critics, they range from

the idiotic, "he's lucky", "his success allows him to make attractive deals", and to those who feel he

missed the money that was made in tech stocks. As for the luck theory, who else has earned 23.8%

compounded annually for over 25 years? Winning the lottery is probably more likely an event. As to

the attractive deals his wealth is said to facilitate, I guess the answer is, is the questioner serious?

He made what he has, his reputation allowed him to have the Federal Government allow Solomon

Brothers to continue participating in the bond market based on one thing, his word! This is a man

who has rescinded very successful trades because news arrived within days of his buying that could

have given the appearance of his having had information others were not privy to.
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